THE GENUINE CHOICE

ACCESSORIES

RANGE OVERVIEW

Genuine Massey Ferguson Accessories
are engineered to deliver high levels of
performance and reliability to support the
worlds farmers.

GENUINE MASSEY FERGUSON
DEALER FIT ACCESSORIES
Genuine factory engineered and approved parts
Homologation tested and legislation compliant
Superior high quality and finish
AGCO Parts 12 month warranty as standard on all Genuine Accessories *
Genuine Massey Ferguson accessories offer the same high levels of durability and performance expected of
the Massey Ferguson machine. The comprehensive range includes front weights and rear hitches, external
lighting and technology solutions such as Auto-GuideTM 3000, all covered by AGCO Parts 12 month warranty*.
EXTENDED WARRANTY – UP TO 5 YEARS ACCESSORIES COVER*
Massey Ferguson accessories fitted to a machine with extended warranty within the first 12 months
of registration by the dealer, are covered for the period of warranty remaining.
*Terms and conditions apply and are available on request. Exclusions may apply.

ACCESSORY HIGHLIGHTS
Weights
An integral part of setting up the machine is ensuring the correct ballast is used. AGCO Parts
offer a range of genuine weights engineered by Massey Ferguson, providing durable optimum
ballast for your Massey Ferguson tractor.

Linkage and Power Take Off
Massey Ferguson engineered and approved range of fully integrated linkage and PTO’s
provide the assurance that all components have been tested and approved to meet tolerance
and performance specifications and won’t let you down.

Rear Hitches
There’s a wide range of hitch solutions available, from auto-hitch installations to towing
pintels. All engineered to ensure robust and reliable hitching of your implement or trailer.

Spool Valve Kits
Retro fit and replacement spool valve kits enable the versatility of your Massey Ferguson to
be fully utilised by increasing the number of hydraulic services it can perform.

Fenders and Mudguards
Whether it is to upgrade or for a repair, AGCO Parts have a range of genuine Massey Ferguson
front fender kits and rear mudguard solutions.

Auxiliary Lighting
Rotating beacons and work lamps to ensure you can be seen as well as see the job at hand.

Operator Environment
From radio and camera system installations to air conditioning kits and genuine Massey
Ferguson seating, all designed to further enhance the operators environment. Be prepared for
any eventuality by installing a first aid kit, fire extinguisher and warning triangle, all available
through AGCO Parts.

Baler Accessories
Exclusive to the Large Square Baler, a range of Hesston factory engineered and approved kits
to assist productivity are available. Electronic bale weight and length kits can be controlled
from the comfort of the cabin. There are also convenience features such as the hitch
extension, rear camera and hydraulic parking jack. These accessories are applicable to both
the MF 2100 and 2200 series balers.

TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS SUMMARY
Around 80% of farming costs are variables costs such as fuel,
fertilizer, seeding material etc. By using guidance you can
improve productivity and reduce these costs.

Auto-Guidance key features include:
Auto-GuideTM 3000 – Automatic steering system
Maximum use of implement width by reducing overlap
Optimal spacing of plant/seeding material
Optimal performance in all light conditions
A full range of upgradeable accuracy options, to suit applications from spraying and
stubble management to row cropping:
Auto-GuideTM 3000 receiver enables the use of EGNOS free sub-metre accuracy correction
signals. This can be upgraded up to RTK centimetre accuracy for seeding and planting.
Standard (Free) 		

EGNOS		

+/- 30cm

Subscription		VBS		+/- 20cm
Subscription		HP		+/- 5cm
Subscription		RTK		+/- 2cm
Base station 		

HiPer Ag RTK

+/-2cm
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